Chapter Sixteen:
The Communism Behind Environmentalism (Part I)
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Introducon
The earth is the living environment of mankind, providing food,
resources, and condions for development. It has allowed humanity to
prosper for thousands of years.

Humanity interacts closely with the natural environment. Both
tradional Chinese and Western culture emphasize the benign
symbioc relaonship between man and nature. As the ancient
Chinese philosopher Dong Zhongshu writes in Luxuriant Dew of the
Spring and Autumn Annals, “Everything on earth was created for the
beneﬁt of man.” [1] The meaning is that the purpose of the Creator
was to oﬀer condions for humanity to live, and all things on earth may
be used by man. At the same me, people must follow the principles of
heaven and earth in their lives, and thus use everything in moderaon
and proacvely maintain and safeguard the natural environment in
which human beings are to live.
Western tradional culture states that the Creator provides the natural
environment for human beings and asks them to manage it. Thus, man
should cherish and make good use of the natural environment. In the
philosophy of tradional Chinese culture, there is a balance between
everything, as well as the imperave to avoid harm. The Confucian
Doctrine of the Mean states: “It is this same system of laws by which all
created things are produced and develop themselves each in its order
and system without injuring one another; that the operaons of Nature
take their course without conﬂict or confusion. …” [2]
The Chinese ancients valued protecon of the environment. According
to historical records, at the me of Yu the Great: “In the three months
of the spring, people didn’t take axes to the forest so the forest could
ﬂourish. In the three months of the summer, people didn’t put nets to
rivers so ﬁshes could breed.” [3]

Zengzi, a Confucian scholar, wrote: “Wood could only be cut down in
the right seasons and animals only slaughtered at the right me.” [4]
These show the tradional Chinese idea of moderaon in all things and
of cherishing and protecng the natural environment.
AAer the industrial revoluon, industrial polluon caused severe
ecological damage, and Western sociees began to become aware of
the issue. AAer environmental protecon laws and standards were
implemented, polluon was eﬀecvely treated, and the environment
greatly improved. In the process, public awareness of environmental
protecon grew enormously, and it was widely acknowledged that
environmental protecon is a proper goal.
We must disnguish between several ideas: environmental protecon,
environmental movements, and environmentalism. Environmental
protecon, as the name indicates, is the protecon of the environment.
Since the beginning of human civilizaon, people have understood the
need to protect the environment, and this had nothing to do with any
parcular polical ideology.
The environmental movement is a social and polical movement for
environmental issues. Its primary goal is to change environmental
policies and public thinking and habits through mass movements,
media inﬂuence, and polical agitaon. Environmentalism is a
philosophy and ideology emphasizing the need for protecng the
environment and the harmonious coexistence between human society
and the natural ecology. The movaons behind environmental
protecon and environmentalism are not the same as communism —
but communists excel at hijacking mass movements and manipulang

them to their advantage. Thus we see that from the beginning of
modern environmentalism, communists have systemacally gone
about co-opng the movement.
The issues surrounding environmentalism today are extremely
complex: The movement has used sensaonal rhetoric and people’s
genuine desire to protect the environment to create a global polical
movement. Many parcipants are well-meaning, have a sense of
jusce, and truly care about the future of mankind.
However, what many don’t recognize is how communists use
environmentalism to claim a moral high ground to promote their own
agenda. This is how environmental protecon becomes highly
policized, made extreme, and even turned into a pseudo religion —
but one without tradional moral foundaons. Misleading propaganda
and various mandatory polical measures have become dominant,
turning environmentalism into a kind of communism-lite.
This arcle will focus on how environmentalism as an ideology has
become related to communism, and how the environmentalist
movement was hijacked, manipulated, and co-opted into serving the
goals of communism, as well as the impact this will bring if unchecked.
1. The Communist Roots of Environmentalism
Communism has made intricate preparaons in many ﬁelds for the
destrucon of humanity. Originang in Europe, communism launched
violent revoluons and seized power in the two great powers of the
East — Russia and China. The communist camp and Western society
entered into a long confrontaon in the Cold War. AAer the collapse of

the Soviet Union and the Eastern European communist bloc,
communists began sowing their factors in both Eastern and Western
sociees and also sought to establish a ghtly controlled global
government.
In order to achieve this goal, communism must create or use an
“enemy” that threatens all mankind and inmidates the public around
the world into handing over both individual liberty and state
sovereignty. Creang a global panic about looming environmental and
ecological disasters almost appears an inevitable route to achieving this
goal.
a. The Three Stages of Environmentalism
The formaon and development of the environmental movement is
inextricably linked to communism. Speciﬁcally, its development has
gone through three stages. The ﬁrst stage is the theorecal gestaon
period, which can be counted from the publicaon of the Communist
Manifesto by Marx and Engels in 1848 to the ﬁrst Earth Day in 1970.
At the beginning of this stage, Marx and his disciples did not regard
environmentalism as the focus of their theorecal discourse, but
Marxist atheism and materialism were naturally consistent with the
main tendency of environmentalism. Marx declared that capitalism is
opposed to nature (that is, the environment). Marx’s disciples devised
the term “ecosystem,” and quietly included environmentalism in
certain subjects where it was set to ferment.
In the last decade of this phase, from 1960 to 1970, two best-selling
books — Silent Spring (1962) and Populaon Bomb (1968) — appeared

in the United States. Environmentalism entered the public arena under
the guise of “environmental protecon.”
The landmark event at the beginning of the second phase was the ﬁrst
Earth Day held in 1970, with the United Naons shortly aAer, in 1972,
holding the ﬁrst U.N. Conference on the Human Environment in
Stockholm. At this stage, a baMery of organizaons were rapidly formed
and their acvies increased. In the United States and Europe, they
pushed governments with propaganda, protests, and acvism under
the guise of scienﬁc research, legislaon, meengs, and so on.
At the macro level, the counterculture of the 1960s funconed almost
like a military parade of communist elements in the West. They took
the stage by co-opng the civil rights and an-war movements, and
then quickly spread to other forms of an-capitalist baMles, including
the feminist movement, the homosexual movement, and more.
AAer the 1970s, aAer the an-Vietnam war movement ebbed,
communist ideas began their process of instuonalizaon called “the
long march through the instuons,” while also ﬂooding into feminism
and environmentalism — and this is the root cause of the upsurge in
environmentalist ideology and agitaon.
One of the most important forces that shouldered the banner of
environmentalism in the 1970s were the hippies, the backbone of the
counterculture. In fact, communism was in the process of repackaging
itself under the banner of environmentalism aAer its failure in the Cold
War, with the intent to introduce global communism under any other
name.

The third phase began on the eve of the end of the Cold War. In 1988,
the United Naons set up the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), and the concept of global warming began to enter the
polical realm. [5] On the eve of the collapse of the Soviet Union in
1990, an internaonal environmental conference was held in Moscow.
In his speech, the General Secretary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union, Mikhail Gorbachev, advocated the establishment of an
internaonal environmental monitoring system, signed a covenant to
protect “unique environmental zones,” expressed support for U.N.
environmental programs, and called for a follow-up conference (held in
June 1992 in Brazil). [6]
Almost all Western environmentalists accepted these proposals. Global
warming became the main enemy of mankind for environmentalists at
this stage. Propaganda that used environmental protecon as an
excuse for heavy-handed policies suddenly escalated, and the number
and scale of environmental laws and regulaons proliferated rapidly.
Environmentalism has become the main tool for restricng the
freedom of cizens around the world, depriving naons of sovereignty,
and liming and ﬁghng against the free sociees of the West. The
result was that aAer the end of the Cold War, the former communists
of the Soviet Union, as well as the communists and their fellow
travelers in the West, all started afresh to join the environmental
protecon movement. Environmentalism emerged as a force on the
world stage and increasingly began to take on a communist color.
b. Environmentalism and Marxism: The Same Roots

In the understanding of believers in orthodox religions of both the East
and West, human beings were created by God in his own image, and
human life is thus endowed with a higher value, purpose, and dignity
than other forms of life on earth. Likewise, the natural environment is
created by God. Man has the obligaon to care for nature; though
simultaneously nature exists for man — not vice versa.
In the eyes of atheists and materialists, however, human life has no
such special quality. Engels writes in one of his essays: “Life is the mode
of existence of protein bodies. …” [7] In this view, human life is a no
more than a unique conﬁguraon of proteins, not diﬀerent in any
essenal manner from animals or plants — thus it is only logical that
humans may be deprived of freedom, and even their lives, in the name
of protecng nature.
In 1862, in a book on organic chemistry, German chemist Justus von
Liebig, Marx’s colleague, cricized Brish farmers for using imported
bird droppings as a ferlizer. Brish agriculture had beneﬁted from bird
manure, an eﬃcient ferlizer, and crop yields had signiﬁcantly
increased. By the middle of the nineteenth century, the Brish had
ample high-quality food sources. The bird droppings business had
beneﬁted businessmen in various countries, the Brish farmers, and
the Brish public.
Why did Justus von Liebig want to condemn this pracce? His moral
indignaon was due to four reasons. First, the process of collecng bird
droppings damages nature; second, merchants exploit workers with
low wages; third, high yields of food smulate populaon growth,
which in turn requires more food, exceeding what nature can supply;

and fourth, more people and livestock mean more manure and
garbage. [8]
At the me, while wring Das Kapital, Marx carefully studied Justus von
Liebig’s work. He praised it for having “developed from the point of
view of natural science, the negave, i.e., destrucve, side of modern
agriculture.” [9] Like Justus von Liebig, Marx regarded any eﬀort in
creang wealth by using natural resources as a vicious cycle, with the
conclusion that “a raonal agriculture is incompable with the
capitalist system.” [10]
AAer Lenin and his Bolshevik Party launched a coup in Russia, they
quickly promulgated the “Decree on Land” and the “Decree on Forests”
to naonalize land, forest, water, mineral, animal, and plant resources,
and prevent the public from using them without authorizaon. [11]
American meteorologist and writer Brian Sussman writes in his book
Eco-Tyranny: How the LeA’s Green Agenda Will Dismantle America that
Marx and Lenin’s ideas are highly consistent with those of today’s
environmentalists. In their view, no one has the right to proﬁt from
natural resources: “Whether it’s saving the forests, whales, snails, or
the climate, it all comes back to a deep-rooted belief that the quest for
such proﬁt is immoral and will ulmately destroy the planet unless
ground to a halt.” [12]
This global environmental movement has involved a large number of
thinkers, policians, sciensts, social acvists, and media personalies.
This text does not have suﬃcient space to enumerate their thoughts,
speeches, and acons in full, but one ﬁgure cannot be ignored. This is

the founder of the United Naons Environment Program, Maurice
Strong. Strong, a Canadian, also organized the 1972 U.N. Conference on
the Human Environment as well as the 1992 U.N. Conference on
Environment and Development. Strong is the nephew of Anna Louise
Strong, a well-known pro-communist journalist who seMled in China.
Maurice Strong, who was deeply inﬂuenced by his aunt, described
himself as “a socialist in ideology and a capitalist in methodology.” [13]
Maurice Strong has come to occupy an important place in the global
environmental movement. “He shares the views of the most radical
environmentalist street protester, but instead of shoung himself
hoarse at a police barricade at a global conference, he’s the secretary
general inside, wielding the gavel.”14]
The views espoused by the United Naons Environment Agency led by
Strong appear almost idencal to Marxism: “Private land ownership is a
principal instrument of accumulang wealth and therefore contributes
to social injusce. Public control of land use is therefore
indispensable.” [15] Maurice Strong chose to seMle down in Beijing
aAer rerement and died in 2015.
Natalie Grant Wraga, a late expert on the Soviet Union, conducted an
in-depth study on the issue and wrote: “Protecon of the environment
may be used as a pretext to adopt a series of measures designed to
undermine the industrial base of developed naons. It may also serve
to introduce malaise by lowering their standard of living and implanng
communist values.” [16] In fact, environmentalism does not originate
only from the former communist bloc. It goes deeper and relates to the

overall goal of communism to undermine the cause of freedom around
the world.
c. Ecological Marxism
At the juncture of the nineteenth and tweneth centuries, Brish
sciensts Ray Lankester and Arthur Tansley developed the idea of the
ecology and the ecosystem. Both were Fabian Socialists, a variaon of
Marxism. Lankester was a zoologist and at a relavely young age,
became a friend to an aging Marx. When Marx was in his senior years,
Lankester frequented Marx’s house and was among the few who
aMended Marx’s funeral. Lankester once wrote to Marx saying that he
was studying Das Kapital “with the greatest pleasure and proﬁt.” [17]
Tansley was the most important ﬁgure in ecology and botany during
that period in England, and as the ﬁrst chairman of the Brish
Ecological Society, he was the inventor of the term “ecosystem.” While
aMending the University of London, Tansley was deeply inﬂuenced by
Lankester. [18]
The originang links between ecological ideas and Marxism appear to
emerge in this connecon between Lankester, Tansley, and Marxism —
though of course ecology and environmentalism are not the same
thing. Ecology is about the relaonship between living things and the
environment, while environmentalism is concerned with ecological
disasters. Ecology, however, is closely related to environmentalism
because it provides the theorecal basis for deﬁning ecological
disasters. Ecological Marxism, which was derived from ecology, is a
further step away from these ideas.

Ecological Marxism adds the concept of ecological crises as an
augmentaon to Marxian arguments about the economic crisis of
capitalism. It seeks to expand the supposed conﬂict between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat by adding an inherent conﬂict between
producon and the environment. This is the theory of double crisis or
double conﬂict. In Marxist theory, the basic conﬂict of capitalism is
between producve forces and the relaons of producon, which is
called the primary conﬂict. The secondary conﬂict happens between
the environment of producon (the ecosystem) and the producve
forces and relaons of producon together. In this theory, the primary
conﬂict leads to economic crisis, while the secondary conﬂict leads to
ecological crisis. [19]
The century-long development of capitalism proved Marxism wrong
aAer the failed predicon that capitalism would collapse due to
economic crisis. On the contrary, capitalism connues to prosper. In
response, the noon of ecological crises became a tool of communism
as leAist scholars discovered that Marxism could be a theorecal basis
for environmentalism, thus radicalizing the environmentalist
movement and worldview.
d. Ecological Socialism
As its name suggests, ecological socialism is an ideology combining
ecology and socialism. Crics have called it a “watermelon” — green on
the outside and red on the inside — for adding typical socialist
demands, such as “social jusce,” to ecological concerns in an apparent
aMempt to advance socialist ideology by new means.

A good illustraon of ecological socialism is An Ecosocialist Manifesto,
published by Joel Kovel and Michael Lowy in 2001. Kovel was
unsuccessful in his campaign to become the U.S. presidenal candidate
from the Green Party. Lowy is a member of the Trotskyist Fourth
Internaonal. The Manifesto states that capitalism cannot resolve the
ecological crisis and will be replaced by ecological socialism. They do
not view ecological socialism as a branch of socialism, but rather as the
new name of socialism in the new era. [20]
In 2002, Kovel published a book tled The Enemy of Nature: The End of
Capitalism or the End of the World? The book detailed the theory of
ecological socialism, harshly cricized capitalism, and suggested a
change to the current situaon with radical new direcons. [21]
e. Green Polics: Green Is the New Red
When environmentalism enters polics, green polics, or ecopolics, is
born. The Green Party established in many countries around the world
is a result of green polics, which typically extends beyond
environmental protecon to social jusce, feminism, an-war acvism,
and paciﬁsm. Global Greens, for instance, is an internaonal
organizaon associated with the Green Party, and its 2001 charter is
heavily inﬂected with Marxist ideology, including a heavy emphasis on
a supposed equality between man and animals. [22]
Environmentalism is usually propelled by socialism and communism.
AAer the fall of communist regimes in Russia and Eastern Europe, many
former communist party members and remaining communist forces
joined or established green pares, resulng in the leAist ideology of
the Green Party, hence the term Green LeA.

AAer the fall of Soviet Communist Party, former Soviet Union leader
Gorbachev tried and failed to re-enter polics. He then became an
environmentalist and established the Green Cross Internaonal.
Obviously, Gorbachev would be likely to introduce communist factors
into his environmental pursuits, and he oAen promoted the
establishment of a world government in order to stop environmental
crisis. [23]
Many communist pares in the West are directly involved in
environmental-protecon movements. Jack Mundey, one of the
founders of Australia’s Green Ban movement, is a member of the
Australian Communist Party. His wife is the naonal chairwoman of the
Australian Communist Party. [24]
f. Eco-Terrorism
Due to its leAist inﬂuences, environmentalism has been relavely
radical from the start. There are many radical branches, including Deep
Ecology, Ecofeminism, Social Ecology, Bioregionalism, and the like.
Some of these branches are extremely radical. The most well-known
include groups like Earth First! and Earth Liberaon Front. They ulize
direct acon (like use of explosives and arson) — known as EcoTerrorism — to stop acvies they consider damaging to the
environment.
The Earth First! group was started in 1979, and its slogan is “No
Compromise in Defense of Mother Earth!” The group ulizes direct
acons against main targets like logging, dam construcon, and other
projects. One of the group’s well-known taccs is called “tree sit,”

where they sit under or climb up trees to prevent logging. These
operaons of Earth First! have aMracted many new members, including
leAists, anarchists, and others seeking to rebel against mainstream
society.
In 1992, some of the more radical members started a branch called
Earth Liberaon Front and adopted arson as their tacc. Around the
end of 2000, nine luxury mansions on Long Island were burned to
ashes overnight. The main jusﬁcaon was that these mansions were
built on a natural forest. AAer commiVng the arson, the Earth
Liberaon Front put out the slogan “If you build it, we’ll burn it!”
In 2005, the FBI announced that the Earth Liberaon Front was the
largest terrorist threat in the United States, was suspected of
involvement in over 1,200 criminal incidents causing tens of millions of
dollars in property damage. [25] Their acons have long since exceeded
the limits of normal polical protest or diﬀerences in views. Communist
ideology has exploited hatred to turn some environmentalists into ecoterrorists, no diﬀerent from any other terrorists.
g. Greenpeace: Not a Peaceful Story
Greenpeace was established in 1971 and is the largest environmental
organizaon in the world, with oﬃces in forty countries and income of
over $350 million dollars. Greenpeace is also one of the most radical
environmental organizaons.
Greenpeace co-founder, Paul Watson, who leA the organizaon in
1977, said: “The secret to David McTaggart’s [the former chairman’s]
success is the secret to Greenpeace’s success: It doesn’t maMer what is

true, it only maMers what people believe is true… You are what the
media deﬁne you to be. [Greenpeace] became a myth, and a mythgenerang machine.” [26]
Patrick Moore, another co-founder of Greenpeace, was commiMed to
environmental protecon. He later quit his posion because he found
that the organizaon “took a sharp turn to the polical leA.” [27] It
developed into an extremist organizaon with a polical agenda, such
as including hoslity toward all industrial producon and reﬂecng an
agenda based more on polics than sound science. [28]
The strategy employed by radical environmental organizaons such as
Greenpeace is to use any means necessary to achieve their goals. On
this one point, radical environmentalism is highly consistent with
communism. In 2007, six Greenpeace members broke into a Brish coal
power plant to cause disrupon. They were sued for causing around
30,000 Brish pounds of property damage. They admiMed their
aMempt to shut down the power plant, but claimed that they were
doing this to prevent even larger damage (an environmental crisis due
to greenhouse gases). The court eventually agreed that their acons
were innocent.
Before this, Greenpeace already had many such records of court wins,
including damaging nuclear power plants, automove companies, and
ﬁghter-jet manufacturing facilies. [29] The boundary between
legimate and illegimate taccs is simply erased with such logic.
Tradional Marxism-Leninism uses the promise of an eventual utopia
to legimize killing, arson, and robbery. Similarly, under the banner of

environmentalism, communists warn of environmental crises in order
to legimize violent and illegal taccs.
In the above example, Greenpeace members successfully persuaded
the jury to accept their criminal moves as legimate, demonstrang
that a large group of people in society can be misled into accepng
specious and groundless arguments. All of this is part of the
abandonment of universal values, and is a sign of the moral downslide
of society.
2. The Myth of Consensus on Climate Change
Climate change is a hot topic in today’s society. Public debate about
this issue is unusually acve, with diﬀerent opinions from the media,
among the general public, and in polics. The most frequently heard
argument is that the emission of greenhouse gases by humans has
caused global warming that will lead to dangerous climate disasters.
Advocates claim that this conclusion is reached through scienﬁc
consensus or is already seMled science. To some environmentalists,
people who reject this conclusion are not only only considered anscience, but also an-humanity.
The aforemenoned Greenpeace members who damaged the power
plant were acquiMed of their crime because a famous expert who was a
proponent of this “consensus” tesﬁed for them, claiming that the
amount of greenhouse gases emiMed by the power plant each day
would lead to the exncon of up to four hundred species, and so on.
Has the scienﬁc community really reached a consensus? Rered
MassachuseMs Instute of Technology meteorology professor Richard

Lindzen wrote an arcle expressing his view that climate science isn’t,
in fact, seMled. 30]
Steven Koonin, former U.S. Department of Energy Under Secretary for
Science and current New York University professor, wrote in his arcle
“Climate Science Is Not SeMled”: “We are very far from the knowledge
needed to make good climate policy.” [31] In another essay, Koonin
reminded readers: “The public is largely unaware of the intense
debates within climate science. At a recent naonal laboratory
meeng, I observed more than 100 acve government and university
researchers challenge one another as they strove to separate human
impacts from the climate’s natural variability. At issue were not
nuances but fundamental aspects of our understanding [of climate],
such as the apparent—and unexpected—slowing of global sea-level
rise over the past two decades.” [32]
In general, the surface temperature of the earth has risen on the whole
since 1880, and carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases emiMed
into the atmosphere by humans have a warming eﬀect on the world.
Regarding these basic quesons, sciensts do not diﬀer in their
opinions. However, the more important quesons, which are quesons
that are hotly debated by sciensts, are these: Is warming primarily
caused by human acvity or due to natural factors? How warm will the
world be by the end of the twenty-ﬁrst century? Does humanity have
the ability to predict how climate will change in the future? Will
warming cause a disaster?
From another perspecve, however, the scienﬁc community does
appear to have achieved some sort of consensus or to have seMled the

science of climate change to a certain extent, for the voices of those
who oppose the so-called consensus seldom appear in the media or
academic journals.
Physicist Michael Griﬃn, a former NASA administrator, said in an
interview with Naonal Public Radio (NPR) in 2007:
I have no doubt that global — that a trend of global warming exists. I
am not sure that it is fair to say that it is a problem we must wrestle
with. To assume that it is a problem is to assume that the state of
earth’s climate today is the opmal climate, the best climate that we
could have or ever have had and that we need to take steps to make
sure that it doesn’t change.
First of all, I don’t think it’s within the power of human beings to assure
that the climate does not change, as millions of years of history have
shown, and second of all, I guess I would ask which human beings —
where and when — are to be accorded the privilege of deciding that
this parcular climate that we have right here today, right now is the
best climate for all other human beings. I think that’s a rather arrogant
posion for people to take. [33]
Although Griﬃn was trying to express the humility that people should
have regarding science, he immediately encountered severe cricism
by the media and some climate sciensts, who even called his remarks
ignorant. The next day, under immense pressure, he was forced to
apologize. [34]

A few months later, in another interview, Griﬃn commented: “I
personally think people have gone overboard in the discussion of
climate change, to the point where it has become almost not legimate
to view it as a technical subject. It has almost acquired religious status,
which I ﬁnd deplorable.” From Griﬃn’s view regarding “scienﬁc
consensus,” we see that the so-called consensus regarding climate
change wasn’t in fact part of the scienﬁc process. He felt scienﬁc
progress is the result of debate: “You develop your theories, publish
your data, advance your concept, and others shoot it down, or try to.
Scienﬁc consensus evolves in that way.” [35] The use of all manner
and means to sﬂe scienﬁc debate itself violates the spirit of science.
Due to his stellar reputaon and standing in his ﬁeld, professor Lennart
Bengtsson, a Fellow of the Brish Royal Meteorological Society and
former director of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF), joined the Global Warming Policy Foundaon
(GWPF, a think-tank that challenges global warming theories). As a
result, he faced intense scruny and pressure from his peers around
the world. Two weeks later, he was forced to resign.
In his leMer of resignaon, Bengtsson wrote: “I have been put under
such an enormous group pressure in recent days from all over the
world that has become virtually unbearable to me. If this is going to
connue I will be unable to conduct my normal work and will even start
to worry about my health and safety. … Colleagues are withdrawing
their support, other colleagues are withdrawing from joint authorship,
etc. … I would never have expect[ed] anything similar [to the me of
Sen. McCarthy] in such an original peaceful community as
meteorology. Apparently it has been transformed in recent years.” [36]

Bengtsson’s observaon was correct: This “transformaon in recent
years” was the result of communist ideology and struggle taccs
hijacking the ﬁeld of meteorology.
In reality, the alleged scienﬁc consensus regarding climate change has
transformed climate-change theory into dogma. Climate change is also
a crucial tenet of today’s environmentalism — sacrosanct and
inviolable. The sciensts, media, and environmental acvists who
accept this tenet work together in spreading fear of imminent disaster.
This doctrine is an important tool used by the environmentalist
movement to frighten the public into obeying a polical agenda.
Through the process of establishing and solidifying this dogma, the
techniques of communist-style polical struggle, including decepon,
mobbing, public shaming, call-outs, and open conﬂict are all apparent.
a. A Brief History of ‘Consensus’ in Climate Science
In 1988, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was
established. One of its important missions was to evaluate the exisng
scienﬁc research about every ﬁve years and release an authoritave
statement on climate change. It was supposed to establish a scienﬁc
consensus on climate issues and provide the scienﬁc basis for
policymaking. [37] The IPCC’s report oAen encloses a list of thousands
of ﬁrst authors, co-authors, and reviewers. Hence the conclusions in
the IPCC reports are oAen described as the consensus of thousands of
the world’s top sciensts.
In 1992, the United Naons Framework Convenon on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) stated that its goal was to achieve stabilizaon of

greenhouse gas concentraons in the atmosphere at a level that would
prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate
system. One must note that it was already assumed that climate
change was caused by humans and was dangerous. Later on, the IPCC
was tasked with idenfying human inﬂuences on climate, dangerous
environmental and socio-economic impacts of climate change. [38]
When the UNFCCC assumes that people are the culprits of dangerous
climate change, it has restricted the direcon of what the IPCC should
idenfy. Also, if climate change wasn’t dangerous or wasn’t caused
solely by industry, then policymaking wouldn’t be needed, and there
would be no reason for the IPCC to exist. Such conﬂicts of interest also
restricted the focus of the IPCC’s inquiry. [39]
IPCC Reports Removed Statements of Uncertainty
Right before the IPCC released its Second Assessment Report in 1995,
Dr. Frederick Seitz, a world-renowned physicist, former president of the
Naonal Academy of Sciences, and president of New York’s Rockefeller
University, obtained a copy of the report. Seitz later discovered that the
content in the report was largely altered aAer it passed scienﬁc review
and before it was sent for print. All of the uncertaines of human
acvies about climate change were deleted.
Seitz’s arcle in The Wall Street Journal stated: “In my more than 60
years as a member of the American scienﬁc community, … I have
never witnessed a more disturbing corrupon of the peer-review
process than the events that led to this IPCC report.” [40]

The deleted statements include the following: [41]
“None of the studies cited above has shown clear evidence that we
can aMribute the observed [climate] changes to the speciﬁc cause of
increases in greenhouse gases.”
“No study to date has posively aMributed all or part [of the climate
change observed to date] to anthropogenic [man-made] causes.”
“Any claims of posive detecon of signiﬁcant climate change are
likely to remain controversial unl uncertaines in the total natural
variability of the climate system are reduced.”
Though later the IPCC claimed that all the modiﬁcaons were approved
by the authors, the alteraons reveal how the IPCC’s reporng was
inﬂuenced by polics. The evaluaon report doesn’t contain any
original research, but mostly summarizes exisng research. Because
the exisng research contains so many diﬀerent views, in order to
“reach consensus,” as it set out to do, the IPCC simply got rid of the
opposing views.
In April 2000, the IPCC’s Third Assessment Report said in its draA,
“There has been a discernible human inﬂuence on global climate.” The
version published in October that same year says: “It is likely that
increasing concentraons of anthropogenic greenhouse gases have
contributed signiﬁcantly to observed warming over the past 50 years.”
In the ﬁnal, oﬃcial conclusion, the statement was even stronger: “Most
of the observed warming over the last 50 years is likely to have been
due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentraons.”

When the U.N. Environment Programme’s spokesman, Tim Higham,
was asked about the scienﬁc basis of the rhetorical changes, his
answer was honest: “There was no new science, but the sciensts
wanted to present a clear and strong message to policymakers.” [42]
Put another way, the UNFCCC gave a homework assignment to the
IPCC, making the answer they wanted clear. The IPCC then delivered as
required.
IPCC Report Overstated ‘Disaster Consensus’
Paul Reiter, a professor at the Pasteur Instute in France, is a leading
expert on malaria and other insect-borne diseases. He disagreed with
the IPCC report, and had to threaten to iniate a lawsuit against the
IPCC in order to remove his name from the list of the top two thousand
sciensts who are said to have endorsed the report. He said that the
IPCC “make[s] it seem that all the top sciensts are agreed, but it’s not
true.” [43]
In his tesmony to the United States Senate on April 25, 2006, Reiter
said: “A galling aspect of the debate is that this spurious ‘science’ is
endorsed in the public forum by inﬂuenal panels of ‘experts.’ I refer
parcularly to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
Every ﬁve years, this U.N.-based organizaon publishes a ‘consensus of
the world’s top sciensts’ on all aspects of climate change. Quite apart
from the dubious process by which these sciensts are selected, such
consensus is the stuﬀ of polics, not of science. ” [44]

Environmentalists have been promong the noon that insect-borne
diseases such as malaria will wreak havoc when climate warming
connues, which is also the main argument of the IPCC. As Bloomberg
stated on November 27, 2007, “Global warming will put millions more
people at risk of malaria and dengue fever, according to a United
Naons report that calls for an urgent review of the health dangers
posed by climate change.” [45] But Reiter does not acknowledge this
simple correlaon between climate warming and the spread of
infecous diseases.
He pointed out that malaria is not conﬁned to tropical areas. A massive
outbreak of malaria occurred in the former Soviet Union in the 1920s,
and another one in the city of Archangel (Arkhangelsk) near the Arcc
Circle, where there were thirty thousand malaria cases causing ten
thousand deaths. [46] According to a 2011 report in Nature, sciensts
found that, contrary to the previous assumpon, malaria transmission
from mosquitoes slows with rising temperatures. [47] This conﬁrms
Reiter’s opinion.
Another scienst’s withdrawal from the IPCC also shows that it has
used alleged “disaster consensus” as part of its operaonal culture.
Christopher Landsea, a hurricane researcher at the U.S. Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administraon and one of the leading authors of the
IPCC’s fourth assessment report, withdrew from the IPCC in January
2005. In an open leMer, he stated, “I personally cannot in good faith
connue to contribute to a process that I view as both being movated
by preconceived agendas and being scienﬁcally unsound.” He urged
the IPCC to conﬁrm that the report would adhere to science rather
than sensaonalism. [48]

Landsea disagrees with the lead author of the IPCC report regarding
the relaonship between hurricanes and climate change. The IPCC lead
author (who is not an expert in hurricane research) stressed that
climate warming would cause more intense hurricanes, without solid
factual data to support his claim. Landsea pointed out that past studies
have shown that historical records could not verify such a correlaon;
theorecally, even if there is a correlaon, it is insigniﬁcant and
negligible.
David Deming, a geologist and geophysicist at the University of
Oklahoma, obtained the 150-year historical temperature data for North
America by studying ice cores, and published a his research arcle in
Science. Consensus advocates then regarded Deming as an exponent of
consensus. In a U.S. Senate hearing, Deming said that an IPCC lead
author sent him an email saying, “We have to get rid of the medieval
warm period.” [49] The medieval warm period refers to the climate
warming of the North Atlanc region between around A.D. 950 and
1150. Erasing this period in the historical curve of climate change
would strengthen the claim that today’s warming is unprecedented.
There are many such incidents. In his book Red Hot Lies, How Global
Warming Alarmists Use Threats, Fraud, and Decepon to Keep You
Misinformed, Christopher C. Horner, a senior American researcher at
the Compeve Enterprise Instute, listed many of the original IPCC
authors who oppose the IPCC’s conclusions and its policized
operaons. [50] They have raised reasonable quesons with supporng
data and have challenged the IPCC’s so-called consensus. However, in

the current academic and media environment, their voices have been
marginalized.
b. Establishing Dogma in the Scienﬁc Community
The establishment and consolidaon of the alleged consensus on
climate change is a main step in the use of environmentalism to
manipulate the public, amplify the sense of disaster, and distort human
values. If carried to its conclusion, the natural trajectory is the
establishment of a global super-government — that is, communism.
While this has mainly played out in the scienﬁc community, it has
been helped along with the joint strength of the media, government,
and academic instuons.
No maMer the academic reputaon of a scienst, once he publicly
expresses doubts about the consensus dogma, he immediately faces
tremendous pressure from his peers and academic instuons, forcing
him to submit. People who have lived in a communist totalitarian
society have had similar experiences, the only diﬀerence being that
they have quesoned communist party dogma.
David Bellamy is a well-known Brish environmental acvist and
chairman of the The Royal Society of Wildlife Trusts. But when he
publicly stated that he did not believe in the consensus dogma of
global warming theory, the agency issued a statement expressing
dissasfacon. [51] He then ceased to serve as the chairman, and
environmentalists who previously respected him began to suspect he’d
lost his senses or was taking money from Big Oil. [52]

Henk Tennekes, former director of the Royal Dutch Meteorological
Society, was dismissed because he did not support the consensus
dogma on climate change. Similarly, World Meteorological Organizaon
oﬃcial Aksel Winn-Nielsen was slandered by IPCC oﬃcials as “an
industry tool.” AAer Italian researchers Alfonso Sutera and Antonios
quesoned the theory of anthropogenic climate warming, they were
no longer able to obtain research funding. [53]
In his book Climate of Extremes: Global Warming Science They Don’t
Want You to Know, Patrick J. Michaels, past president of the American
Associaon of State Climatologists and a climatologist at the University
of Virginia, listed numerous examples of environmentalists suppressing
scienﬁc dissidents in order to reach their alleged consensus. Because
he insisted that the climate would not lead to disaster, this opmisc
stance was inconsistent with the consensus dogma, and one day he
was told by the governor that he could not speak on global warming as
a state climatologist. He ulmately chose to resign.
Another state climatologist, George Taylor of Oregon State University,
encountered the same trouble, and Taylor was eventually forced to
resign. Dr. David Legates, former director of the Center for Climate
Studies at the University of Delaware, is a state climatologist in
Delaware. He was also told by the governor that he could not speak as
a state climatologist on the issue of global warming. Washington State
climatologist assistant Mark Albright was ﬁred because he emailed an
inquiring journalist and cizens of the state about the enre snowfall
record for the Cascade Mountains, instead of selecng paral records
(which appear to show warming), despite having been warned by his
boss. [54]

The focus of debate here is on the climatologists’ area of experse —
climate science issues rather than state-policy issues. In communist
countries, crude polical interference in science is common. In Western
countries, environmentalist polics are being used to interfere with
academic freedom.
Academic research that casts doubt about the consensus dogma is
rarely seen in academic journals, a phenomenon that began in the
1990s. Michaels said in the Channel 4 (U.K.) 1990 documentary The
Greenhouse Conspiracy that if a person’s point of view is polically
unacceptable, then there will be trouble. His paper was rejected by
more than one academic journal. When he asked a journal editor why,
the answer was that his paper must pass a higher evaluaon standard
than others.
According to the 1990 IPCC report, the understanding at the me was
that the extent of global warming was equivalent to natural changes in
climate. Therefore, although Michaels’s point of view was diﬀerent
from that of many others, it could not be regarded as parcularly
herecal. However, the goal of establishing a false consensus had
already been set, and everyone had to get on board.
The lt of government funding has greatly contributed to the formaon
and consolidaon of the alleged consensus. The hypothesis that
humans caused global warming and brought disasters has pushed
climate-change research to the posion of advising on policymaking.
Therefore, research supporng this hypothesis will naturally receive a
large amount of research funding, and a large number of academic

arcles will be published. Conversely, enforced consensus hinders
sciensts from exploring and researching in other possible direcons.
Dr. William Gray, a renowned professor, was a pioneer of American
hurricane research. Because he cricized the consensus dogma in
climate theory, he suddenly found that his applicaons for research
funding were repeatedly rejected. The reason was that his proposed
research was not the focus. [55]
In March 2008, many sciensts who doubted the consensus dogma on
climate issues held a private academic event in New York. These
sciensts said that they encountered various obstacles when trying to
publish their research results in academic journals. Meteorologist
Joseph D’Aleo, former chairman of the American Meteorological
Society’s CommiMee on Weather Analysis and Forecasng, said that
some of his colleagues did not dare to aMend the meeng because of
fear of being ﬁred. He believed that there was “very likely a silent
majority” of sciensts in climatology, meteorology, and related
sciences who did not support the “consensus” posion. [56]
Professor Judith Curry, former dean of the School of Earth and
Atmospheric Sciences at the Georgia Instute of Technology, stated in a
Senate tesmony in 2015 that a scienst employed by NASA said to
her: “I was at a small meeng of NASA-aﬃliated sciensts and was told
by our top manager that he was told by his NASA boss that we should
not try to publish papers contrary to the current global warming claims,
because he (the NASA boss) would then have a headache countering
the ‘undesirable’ publicity.” [57]

Curry further said in her tesmony: A climate scienst making a
statement about uncertainty or degree of doubt in the climate debate
is categorized as a denier or a ‘merchant of doubt,’ whose moves are
assumed to be ideological or movated by funding from the fossil fuel
industry. My own experience in publicly discussing concerns about how
uncertainty is characterized by the IPCC has resulted in my being
labeled as a ‘climate herec’ that has turned against my colleagues. …
There is enormous pressure for climate sciensts to conform to the socalled consensus. This pressure comes not only from policians, but
from federal funding agencies, universies and professional sociees,
and sciensts themselves who are green acvists and advocates.
Reinforcing this consensus are strong monetary, reputaonal, and
authority interests. [58]
Dr. Curry is a member of the American Meteorological Society and a
member of the Naonal Research Council’s Climate Research
CommiMee. Despite her academic success, she chose to rere early
because she was unwilling to connue to live under such pressure.
Because she has challenged the IPCC’s “consensus” in recent years, she
has been sgmazed as “an-science,” a “denier,” and so on, both by
media, other sciensts, and a senator. A member of Congress even
sent a leMer to the Dean of the Georgia Instute of Technology to
queson Curry’s moves. [59] She said that another reason for early
rerement was that she felt that she could not tell students and
postdoctoral researchers how to “navigate the CRAZINESS in the ﬁeld of
climate science.” [60]
Roger Pielke Jr., a professor at the University of Colorado, has worked
with Curry on climate-change issues. He was originally at the

university’s Cooperave Instute for Research in Environmental
Sciences (CIRES). Although he agreed with most of the IPCC
“consensus” conclusions, he was subjected to similar pressures
because he pointed out that data does not support the idea that
extreme weather events such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and droughts
are inﬂuenced by climate change. He eventually moved to the
University of Colorado’s Sports Governance Center. [61]
Dr. Pielke pointed out that Curry’s experience shows that “having a
tenured posion isn’t a guarantee of academic freedom.” [62] It is no
wonder that Joanne Simpson, an academician of the American
Academy of Engineering and an outstanding former NASA atmospheric
scienst, declared her skepcism of the “consensus” aAer rerement:
“Since I am no longer aﬃliated with any organizaon nor receive any
funding, I can speak quite frankly.” She said, “As a scienst, I remain
skepcal.” [63]

